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External shocks’ impact on society 
Future conference: Current intergenerational equity 

constraints (n=110 experts; 48,460 words)

What do you think about ‘Intergenerational Equity’?
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Intergenerational equity constraints per stakeholder group



Correspondence Chart



Voice unborn

International solutions
 global capitalism reform to form 
Inclusive societies and stable economies
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Bottom-up democracy-in-action
Academic & legal writing
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Climate induced migration
 When investigating the relation of human migration and climate 

change winners and losers in 187 countries of the world, a highly 
significant correlation (rPearson(187)=.184, p < .006), is found between 
being climate change winner and human migration inflows.

 A highly significant independent t-test with t(185)=-2.401, p=0.017 of 
110 climate change loser and 77 winner countries consolidates the 
finding.



Financial inflows
 When investigating the relation of financial inflows and climate 

change winners and losers including 181 countries of the world, a 
significant correlation (rPearson(181)=.180, p < .016), is found between 
being climate change winner and FDI inflows.

 A highly significant independent t-test with t(179)=2.680, p=0.008 of 
110 climate change loser and 77 winner countries consolidates the 
finding. 

 As a cross validation of lasting financial inflows into climate change 
winner countries, a non-significant correlation and non-significant 
independent t-tests are reported.



Climate flexibility





Climate change induced market flows



Climate induced migration
 When investigating the relation of human migration and climate 

change flexibility in 86 countries of the world, a highly significant 
correlation (rPearson(86)=.307, p <.002), is found between being climate 
flexibility and human migration inflows.
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